
Windsor Elementary School PTA Social Media Policy and Guidelines: 

This Windsor Elementary School PTA (“Windsor PTA”) Social Media Policy and Guidelines 

(“Social Media Policy”) was created to assist and guide Windsor PTA’s social media efforts 

(including, but not limited to use of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and any other social media 

forums used by the Windsor PTA). Windsor PTA currently utilizes the following social media 

forums: Main email: windsor25pta@gmail.com; Website: https://windsorpta.org/; FB: 

http://www.facebook.com/windsor25pta/; and Twitter: https://twitter.com/Windsor_PTA  

Windsor PTA’s social media communications are intended to highlight events, activities, 

achievements, and other relevant information regarding Windsor PTA and promote positive 

relationships with the school community (but is not to be used as a public forum). Windsor PTA 

values open and honest communication and any such communication on Windsor PTA’s social 

media platforms and/or forums should be honest, respectful, factual, and constructive.  

Personal insults against individuals or organizations will be deleted, as will posts that violate: the 

confidentiality and/or privacy of others; Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities; or 

this policy or policies governing such social medial forum. Examples of such include 

unauthorized commercial solicitations, posts that bully, intimidate or harass, content that is 

hateful, threatening, pornographic, or contains violence; or any post that is unlawful, misleading, 

malicious, or discriminatory. Individuals who do not follow this Social Media Policy will have 

their posts removed and will be blocked from further posts. 

It is important that the Windsor PTA ensures that the information and content that is posted is 

actually OK to share (make sure any necessary permissions are received prior to posting). The 

confidentiality, privacy rights, and any intellectual property rights of others (such as copyrights, 

trademarks, etc.) need to be protected and any obligations adhered to prior to posting any 

information and/or content. This is especially important for any PTA due to sensitive areas 

dealing with children, families, and education, in which something as simple as a person’s name 

or photo might carry an implication or association with the entire organization. The Windsor 

PTA should not collect sensitive information—such as phone numbers, student ID numbers, 

social security numbers, payment information, etc.—via social media, as those are not secure 

channels. As a guideline, the Windsor PTA should not post anything that would not be 

appropriate to present at a public meeting or conference.  

Before any social media platform or forum is utilized for and by the Windsor PTA, it should be 

analyzed to determine that is compatible with its goals and complies with the social media 

platforms terms and conditions. Further, before any posts are sent on behalf of the Windsor PTA, 

such post needs to be reviewed and approved by the Principal of Windsor Elementary. All 

communication posted on behalf of the Windsor PTA should be written as if from a professional 
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representing the Windsor PTA and the entire PTA membership. Specific procedures and 

guidelines regarding posting and the current approval process are attached to this Social Media 

Policy.  

While the Windsor PTA does not seek to censor posts or limit freedom of speech on its social 

media platforms, all content must be in compliance with all of the Windsor PTA’s policy and 

intended uses. Any content that is deemed to be prohibited or objectionable will be removed 

by the Windsor PTA President, Windsor PTA board, or social media chairperson. 

Determination of prohibited use or objectionable content is at the sole discretion of the 

Windsor PTA Board and President. Any complaint of objectionable content will be 

handled by the Windsor PTA Board and President.  

Photos and Videos  

Photos and videos may be uploaded periodically to the Windsor PTA social media sites. It is the 

policy of Windsor PTA not to identify any child or individual by name in any photo on any 

Internet site unless the express permission has been granted from the parent/guardian.  

Sources  

This policy was developed with information obtained or input from the national PTA web site, 

other District 25 and District 214 websites. It was approved on ______________. 


